15 Netflix-Inspired Cocktail Recipes
That Are Sip-Worthy & Easy To Make
By Rachel Chapman May 6, 2021

The perfect Friday night at home plans consist of finding a cozy spot on the
couch, turning on your fave Netflix show, and simply chilling. The only thing
that would make your night even better is if you had a delicious cocktail to
match whatever show you're watching. Luckily, there are plenty of Netflixinspired cocktail recipes out there that are easy to make and incredibly sipworthy.

Are you about to go in for a rewatch of Netflix's new hit series Shadow and
Bone? Well, make yourself a Mal-inspired drink (if you're 21 and up) to enjoy
as you sip your way through the Grishaverse. Or maybe you want something
worthy of a queen. There are sophisticated concoctions for sipping on while
watching The Crown or Bridgerton. There's even a The Queen's Gambit
drink that's definitely the right move to make before rewatching the
miniseries. All you need to do is find the right Netflix-inspired cocktail recipe
to make for whatever show is on the schedule.
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is made with ingredients like:
2 oz JAPC Salted Caramel Spirit
Vodka
½ oz triple sec
Ice
A combo of ½ sour mix and ½ coke
Once combined, you'll have a refreshing drink that's perfect to enjoy during
the summertime.

13. Bridgerton 75 from 'Bridgerton'
With this Bridgerton 75 drink and the other Bridgerton-inspired cocktails on
this list, you'll have a whole menu ready for a Bridgerton-themed party with
your bestie. You could be like Daphne and plan the social event of the
season. All you need for this drink from TikToker @the.boozy.ginger is:
2 oz pink gin
½ oz earl grey
½ oz lemon juice
2 oz sparkling wine
Lemon twist

